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To all w/iofm. ¿t may concern: 
Be it known that I, JULES HUMBRECi-rr, a 

citizen of the German Republic, and resi 
dent of Friedenau, near Berlin, Germany, 
have invented certain new and useful Im 
provements in and Relating to Periscopes 
with Transparent lloods (for which I have 
filed applications for patent in Germany 
December 2l, 191.5; Hungary June 4, 1917, 
and Austria December i3, 191.7), of which 
the following is a specification. . 

This invention relates to a periscope par 
ticularly for submarines provided with a 
light entrance reflector adapted to rotate 
about an axis substantially transverse to 
the longitudinal main casing of the instru 
ment so as to allow observation ot' objects 
under variable elevation such as air-crafts. 
The invention relates more particularly to 
such instruments of this kind which are 
provided with a transparent hood for clos 
ing the instrument easing at the light en 
trance end and with a lens movable with 
the entrance reflector for compensating the 
light ray distorting the effect oi.’ the trans 
parent hood of the instrument. 
The invention consists in an improved 

instrument of the kind referred to allow 
ing convenient observation ot’ objects ot 
varying elevation, wherein for securing this 
effect a coupling between the rotatable en 
trance- reflector and the correcting lens 
movable therewith is provided of such kind 
that the correcting lens is rotated with 
double the angular velocity of the entrance 
reflector. Such kind of coupling between 
the entrance reflector and the correcting lens 
yhas the effect that the parts are permanently 
in operative position with relation to each 
other irrespective the elevation under which 
the observation takes place. 
.An embodiment ot' the invention is illus 

trated on `the annexed drawing and de 
`scribed in the following specification with 
reference to the drawing. 
Fig. .1 shows the instrument in axial sec 

tion partly in side elevation. 
Fig, VL is an axial section through the 

upper .part of’ the instrument showing the 
rotatable entrance reflector and the correct 
ing lens in a position different from that 
shown in Fig. l. 
The transparent hood of the instrument 

v coupled with 

at the light entrance end is designated l. 
Centrally to this globular hood is arranged 
the light entrance reflector which in the em 
bodiment illustrated on the drawing con 
sists of two right angled triangular prisms 
2, 3 which are cemented together. The 
contact surface 4 of the prisms has the ‘func 
tion of a surface refiecting on both its sides. 
In Jr'ront of the entrance reflector 4 is ar 
ranged as already proposed a corrcctii'ig lens 
5 which compensates the lens effect of the 
globular hood 1. rl`he correcting lens 5 is 

the entrance reflector 4. For 
this purpose the reflector 4 is connected with 
a toothed wheel 6 and the correcting lens 
5 with a. topthed wheel 7, the said two 
wheels meshing with toothed racks 8 and 
9 respectively, said toothed racks being pro 
vided on a common carrier 1() connected to 
a rod ll which is adapted to be moved by 
the observer. » - 

l2 designates the objective system; 13 is 
a transparent> plate arranged in the image 
plane of the objective and provided with 
suitable marks.y let and l5 designate the two 
elements oi’ an image reversing system and 
1G an angular ocular. 
The path of a pencil of’ rays indicated in 

the drawings shows that a special construc 
tion ot' the rotatable reflector with which 
the instrument is provided afl’ords the possi 
bility that even in the zenith position of 
the reflector shown in Fig. 2 light rays are 
reflected trom the double sided reflector 4 
so as to impinge on the objective 12 and to 
form an image of the object in zenith posi 
tion viewed at by the instrument. 
What I claim is: 
l. In a periscope with a transparent hood 

closing thc light entrance end Vof the in 
strument in combination an entrance re 
flector and a lens in front oi' the entrance 
refiector adapted to compensate the lens 
e?l'ect of the hood both rotatable about a 
common axis substantially at right angles 
to the axis ot' the periscope, gearing adapted 
to sinniltaneousl)Y rotate said lens and said 
entrance- reflector the angular velocity com 
municated by said gearing to said lens be 
ing double the velocity communicated to 
said entrance reflector. 

2. In a periscope with a transparent hood 
closing the light entrance end of the in 
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strument. in combination au entrance re 
flector and a lens in front of the. entrance re 
Ílector adapted to compensate. the lens effect 
of the hood both rotatable about a common 
axis substantially at right angles to the 
axis of the periscope, gearing adapted to 
simultaneouslyT rotate said lens and said en 
trance reíiector the latter being formed of 
a compound prism having two symmetric 
halves with one adjacent. reflector surface 
forming-a- double sided operative entrance 
reflector for the instrument said compound 
prism having an angular velocity communi 

, cated to it by said gearingr halt that of said 
15 lens. a . - 

3. In a periscope with a transparent hood 
closing the light entrance end of the instru~ 
ment in combination a compound prism of 
square cross section consisting. of two right 
angled triangular. prisms with cementedv 
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hypot-lienuse surfaces and a lens in front 
ot' said compound prism adapted to com 
pensate the lens eñ'ect ot the hood said 
compound prism _and said lens rotatable 
about a common axis substantially at right 
angles to the axis oflthe instrument, said 
'axis of rotation lying within the cement 
layer of the compound _prism` ' gearing 
adapted to sirnultaneouslyY rotate said lens 
and said compound prism the angular 
velocity communicated by said gearing to 
said lens beingdouble the velocity communi 
cated to said compound prism. 
In testimony whereof I have signed this 
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specification in the prese-nce of two sub- 35 
scribing witnesses. . 

f Witnesses: a 
e HERMANN REISING, 

JOHANN-Rowena; ¿l ’ 

JULES runvnssaucrrrgf,> _ , ‘e 


